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Front-page News

Some events of the day

Much vivacity in Pozza with "A Spas co la Musega"

Shopping lovers, while listening to the music, tonight
have also the possibility to go shopping: enlightened
shop windows and the shops opening their doors, along
Strada de Meida and its surroundings, invite guests to
buy typical products of Fassa but not only.

With "A Spas co la Musega", tonight at 9.00
p.m., we discover the most cheerful side of
Pozza, when everybody meets on Strada de
Meida street (closed to traffic) to have fun
among delicacies to taste and, obviously, much
music. The music band "Musega da Poza" does
the honours, playing the most beautiful tracks of
its repertoire, while the "Schuhplattler" from
Campitello perform in folk dances. Pop-rock
music will be played by "Cajones" from Moena
and the tracks by "Roberta e il suo gruppo" can
be danced by everybody. An amusing night also
for the children, thanks to the entertainment by
"Simonetta e le Alpen Girls", and even for
motors' lovers that will have the possibility to
admire the trail bikes of the association "Rode a
motor".

The Fairy becomes white
Moena
9.00 p.m. – Piaz de Ramon. All the charm of the
Fairy of the Dolomites in its winter version will be
shown tonight through clips that show the several
opportunities and the fun of the white sports.
Everything is seasoned by music, sweetnesses and
mulled wine, typical drink of cold months.

New landscapes for "Fassa Art"
Canazei
10.00 a.m. – Fredarola refuge, Belvedere. The works
by ten artists, born in the valley or who have been
frequenting it for years, exposed art altitude.

Mushroom-hunting
Vigo di Fassa

Easy walks

Passepartout

4.00 p.m. Tourist office. With an expert mycologist,
we patrol the woods around the village to discover
several families and species.

"Sora i prè": from Pera to Vigo

War, peaks and memories

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

"Along the meadows": The track develops along
the low slopes of Ciampedie, at the limit
between the wood and the meadows of
Sorapoza. The track alternates flat stretches with
moderate ascents and it is mostly shady and
equipped with tables and benches in some
panoramic points. This easy walk starts from
Strada de la Taboca street in Pera, to be covered
until the end of the hamlet, walking on the right
of a woodshed. Ascend a dirt road, turning on
the left among the green meadows. After a flat
stretch you will gradually meet the wood. Walk
towards the village of Pozza (the walk can start
also from here, with an easy access from the
path "Troi de Vich") and Vigo. On your right you
can enjoy the view on Costabella and over the
group of Valacia. Enter the village of Vigo along
Strada de Piz.

Michele Simonetti Federspiel is the
superintender of "La Gran Vera", the ongoing
exhibition in Moena, and honorary curator of the
Ladin Museum. He is the protagonist of the
tonight’s meeting "La Gran Vera-Grande Guerra
1914-18, dalle cime al ricordo, percorso
multimediale tra luoghi, testimonianze e
immagini inedite del fronte dolomitico" (about
the Great War 1914-1918, for a multimedia path
among places, testimonies and pictures form
the frontline on the Dolomites). Federspiel is an
expert and scholar who has collected
testimonies by Ladins who took part to the world
conflict and is a great collector of war
evidences (donated in part to the Museum). In
the past, he fitted out other exhibitions and
superintended publications like "La Gran Vera"
(1990) and "Piccolo diario di Caterina" (1995).

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
Among the most important linguists that began the studies on the Ladin language, we find the quality
work of Graziadio Isaia Ascoli, professor at University of Milan (who was also named senator for life,
thanks to his linguistic merits). Ascoli published the "Archivio glottologico italiano" in 1873. In the
first volume of this monumental work he inserted also "Saggi Ladini" that, with the previous works by
the Austrian Christian Schneller, triggered confrontation and opinions, often polemic for nationalistic
reasons, on what at that time was mostly an unknown "linguistic subject".
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

21/08/2014 (8.30 a.m.)
Around the mountain dairies:
discovering life at Contrin (excursion
against payment).
Canazei

21/08/2014 (9.00 a.m.)
The marmots’ town on San Pellegrino.
Booking at Sport Check Point
(excursion against payment).
Moena
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